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emperor Jahangir, took his name. Prince Salim was bom in 9773 and Shaikh Salim CMshtl died In 979, In 982 appeared an Interesting dam struck at Salimabad Ajmer, while In 1007 a clam was issued of the normal Ajmer type, but on which the name Ajmer is replaced by the new honorific title of Salimabad. No gold or silver coins of Akbar are known.
Jahangrr struck at Ajmer in all three metals, but these are very rare. There is the celebrated bacchanalian portrait mohar— Coin No. 889 — and a few couplet gold and silver pieces, A noteworthy coin Is the unique Cancer zodiacal mohar struck at Ajmer In 1034, 20 E.9 which contains the name of Nur Jahan. This was published by J. Gibbs mJ.A. 8. R, 1883.
There is a unique and unpublished zodiacal mohar of Ajmer mint in the Cabinet de France, Paris, which I proceed to describe.
Obverse	Reverse
Aquarius.    (Male figure
leaning   to   r.,   emptying
lj,&.	water- vessel.)
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I must also mention the unique square gold nisar, formerly in the Bleazby Collection, now In the British Museum. The small silver nisar of Ajmer in this Collection has remained unique till quite recently. Two nur afsJidns of this mint are known, one in the Bodleian Collection, and the other In the Cabinet of Mr, H. Nelson Wright.
Shah Jahan can have struck but little at Ajmer, as his issues are represented by a single rupee which Is in the Lucknow Museum. The mint was revived by Aurangzeb about the thirtieth year of his reign, and was working regularly for the production of rupees down to its close. On these coins, and generally till the end of the Mughal series, Ajmer is associated with the epithet ^Ji^b * abode of well-being '. , Gold and copper of Aurangzeb are known.
Rupees of all the succeeding regular emperors exist. In the reigns of Shah 'Alam I' and Farrukhsiyar, Ajmer is given the epithet of Mustaqirru^l-khilafat) as well as that already mentioned.
A gold coin of Farrukhslyar has been published, and a mohar of Shah 'Alam II is mentioned in the Da Cunha Sale Catalogue.
No copper coins are known after Aurangzeb.

